Abstract. This paper is devoted to the investigation of phase composition of the magnetic filler located inside multi-wall carbon nanotubes (CNTs) using Mössbauer spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). CNTs were obtained by the injection CVD method using ferrocenexylene solution under various conditions (i.e., the ferrocene concentration c x (1%, 5%, and 10%), slow or fast cooling down rates of the synthesis reactor, temperature in the reaction zone during synthesis), which can influence the magnetic properties of CNTs owing to different contribution of Fe-containing phases. SEM and TEM methods were applied to investigate morphology and structure of the synthesized material. It was shown that Fe 3 C phase formation is favorable at high content of the catalyst in the feeding solution (10%), relatively low temperatures (775 ºC) during CNTs synthesis, as well as long duration of the CNTs growth process (5 min). The cooling rate of the reactor after CNTs synthesis was not crucial to iron phase contribution in our experiments.
Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) filled with magnetic materials (Magnetically Functionalized CNTs -MFCNTs) are very attractive for potential industrial applications, particularly, as an integral part of high-density magnetic storage devices, sensors for magnetic scanning probe microscopes [1] , biological probes [2] or microwave irradiation shielding material [3] . A lot of researchers reported stability of the encapsulated into CNTs nanoparticles with respect to their easy oxidation and magnetostatic interactions [4] .
Among numerous methods, CVD was proved to be suitable for obtaining such MFCNT arrays. Nanoparticles of Fe, Ni, Co serve as catalysts for CNTs growth and are incorporated into CNTs channels during the growth process. Besides, the so-called injection CVD method is commonly used under which feeding solution (mixture of fluid hydrocarbon and metallocene) is injected into the reaction zone. This method insures quite reproducible results on the MFCNTs properties. However, even this method does not give any commensurable results on the MFCNTs properties, as it was carried out under different conditions by various researchers. Therefore, for practical applications of MFCNTs it is essential to determine an accurate correlation between the synthesis conditions and their resulting consuming magnetic properties.
Actually, the results of the investigations and the conclusions concerning Fe-containing phases responsible for ferromagnetism in MFCNT arrays synthesized by the injection CVD method are quite ambiguous. It was reported that MFCNT arrays synthesized by the injection CVD method with the use of ferrocene contain nanoparticles that in general represent single crystals of γ-Fe (fcc) phase with orientation (111), α-Fe (bcc) phase with orientation (110) or cementite Fe 3 C phase [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . These single crystals can be oriented in various crystallographic planes relatively CNT walls [8] . Some researchers show that ferromagnetism is determined substantially by presence of γ-Fe phase [5] , α-Fe phase [8] [9] [10] [11] , Fe 3 C phase [9, 12] , or superposition of two [10] or three [12] [13] [14] mentioned phases. Previously, we observed some amount of Fe 5 C 2 in our MFCNT samples by X-ray analysis in addition to Fe 3 C and α-Fe [15] .
One of the factors influencing the magnetic properties of MFCNTs obtained by the injection CVD method is the metallocene concentration in the feeding solution, which eventually determines the concentration of the ferromagnetic nanoparticles in the MFCNT arrays and/or different phase composition. It was determined by us that the higher is the concentration of the feeding solution, the stronger is the specific magnetization of the MFCNTs, while no additional phases were found by Xray analysis [16] .
The contradictory results on the Fe-phase composition by different researchers may be caused by the factors presented below.
According to the phase diagram Fe-С [17] at 860 С, γ-Fe phase exists with 6.5 wt.% of carbon. This phase is thermodynamically metastable at ambient conditions. During the process of cooling to the temperatures lower than the eutectics temperature (738 С), γ-Fe phase is transformed into α-Fe and Fe 3 C phases which are stable under ambient conditions. One should note that α-Fe and Fe 3 C phases are ferromagnetic, but γ-Fe is antiferromagnetic [18, 19] .
However, theoretical studies have predicted the existence of two different magnetic states in γ-Fe phase: a ferromagnetic (or high-spin) state and antiferromagnetic (or low-spin) state, what depends on the lattice parameters. In particular, one can obtain a stable at ambient conditions ferromagnetic state of γ-Fe phase by diminishing the specimen size to some monolayers or by incorporating C atoms into the γ-Fe lattice [20, 21] .
MFCNT arrays containing encapsulated Fe nanoparticles represent an ideal medium providing such conditions. In this case, Fe nanoparticles during the process of synthesis are saturated by C atoms, what results in the lattice expansion of γ-Fe phase. The lattice parameters almost linearly depend on the number of dissolved C atoms per atom of Fe dissolvent. Almost 10% of C atoms can be dissolved inside the lattice of γ-Fe phase [6] . The lattice expansion of γ-Fe phase is restrained by the strength of CNTs [22] . CNT walls create contraction force, which block γ-Fe nanoparticles ("quenching" process). Consequently, a thermodynamically stable in ambient conditions γ-Fe phase is created, which exhibits ferromagnetic properties.
The lattice expansion of γ-Fe phase owing to the incorporated C atoms leads to the change of its electronic structure, contributing to the stable in ambient conditions γ-Fe phase formation. First-principles calculations confirm that ferromagnetism observed in γ-Fe phase is connected with lattice expansion of γ-Fe phase owing to the incorporated C atoms and the charge transmission between Fe and С [5] .
It was also claimed that the cooling rate of MFCNT arrays defines whether the "quenching" process of γ-Fe nanoparticles or its phase transformation to α-Fe, Fe 3 C phases take place [9] [10] [11] . The slower is the cooling process, the stronger the transformation probability will be [6] , although in most publications there is no any reference concerning this problem.
With respect to the reported results as well as to our previous work [16] , this study was focused on the effects of the ferrocene concentration in the feeding solution on Fe-containing phase contribution in the filler of the MFCNT arrays synthesized by the injection CVD method. Moreover, the influence of the cooling down rate of the reactor after MFCNT synthesis process, as well as the temperature in the reaction zone during CNTs growth, on the contribution of Fe-containing phases was also studied.
Experimental
The regimes of MFCNT array synthesis in our experiments were chosen as follows. In the first experiment (1 st set of samples), the ferrocene concentration c x in the feeding solution was 1%, 5% and 10%, temperature in the reaction zone T equaled 875°С. The process duration time t was 1 min. The cooling rate of the synthesized MFCNT arrays was determined by the natural cooling down rate of the heating furnace. In the second experiment (2 nd set of samples), c x = 10%, T = 825°C, t = 4 min. The cooling method for this case was different: either slow realized by natural cooling down rate, or fast, using Ar stream of 450 cm 3 ·min -1 and immediate extracting of the CNT samples out of the reactor. In the third experiment (3 rd set of samples), two different temperatures for CNTs synthesis were used: 775°C and 875°C; c x = 1%, t = 4 min with fast cooling down rate of the furnace. The injection rate of the feeding solution into the reaction zone v = 1 ml·min -1 and Ar flow rate v Ar = 100 cm 3 ·min -1 were provided in all the experiments.
The morphology and structure of MFCNT arrays was investigated by scanning (SEM, Hitachi S4800) and transmission electron microscopes (TEM, JEM 100-CX, JEOL). The local configurations of iron ions of MFCNTs filler were explored by Mössbauer spectroscopy. The Mössbauer spectra were collected in transmission geometry at room temperature using the spectrometer MS2000 with 57 Fe/Rh source (40 mCu). Spectra were fitted by MOSMOD program assuming distribution of the hyperfine magnetic fields Н eff and quadrupole splittings E within iron nuclei. All isomer shifts are shown relatively the -Fe reference spectrum. During the fitting procedure, the value of the width on the half-height (FWHM) of Lorenzian line which approximates the resonance lines was fixed and equaled to 0.15 mm/s. 
Results and discussion
For all the applied experimental regimes, the densely packed vertically aligned MFCNT arrays were formed on the walls of a silica tube of the reactor that were subsequently peeled off for the investigation in the form of powder material. Fig. 1a-d shows typical MFCNTs of the 1 st set using 1%-solution of ferrocene and scratched from the quartz reactor walls. In [16] it was revealed by TEM and X-ray analysis that MFCNT for all the concentrations c x (0.55%, 5% and 10%) are filled with nanoparticles that are mostly represented by Fe 3 C, α-Fe and Fe 5 C 2 phases.
The Mössbauer spectra of the 1 st set of MFCNTs containing three different concentrations of the feeding solution (c x = 1%, 5% and 10%) are presented in Fig. 2a c, correspondingly. The best fitting of the spectra was performed in assumption of four different subspectra, i.e. singlet С, quadrupole doublet D and two magnetic sextets S 1 and S 2 . Hyperfine parameters of the subspectra are summarized in Table 1 .
The parameters of singlet C and sextet S 2 are characteristic of fcc -Fe and bcc -Fe, respectively. Spectra fitting confirmed (see Table 1 ) that γ-Fe phase existing at 860 С in accordance with Fe-C phase diagram was also detected during the cooling process at all c x and partially transformed into ferromagnetic α-Fe, Fe 3 C and antiferromagnetic FeC 2 phases. It is to admit that the contribution of γ-Fe nanoparticles was quite significant (between 20% and 31%). It means that the "quenching" process draws to the formation of the γ-Fe phase thermodynamically stable in ambient conditions. The relative contribution of -Fe and -Fe phases for 5% and 10% samples is almost the same, but for 1% it is comparatively higher. Sextet S 1 should be assigned to the cementite phase Fe 3 C in strong correlation with X-ray diffraction data [23] . It is important to note the presence of nonmagnetic FeC 2 phase characterized with quadrupole doublet D. The relationship between contributions of Fe 3 C and FeC 2 phases revealed the dependence on c x in these samples. In fact, Fe 3 C contribution increased with c x , at the expense of FeC 2. Particularly, in the applied conditions of synthesis Fe 3 C content grows up from 21% at c x = 1% up to its higher value 54% at c x = 10%.
Typical TEM images of MFCNTs obtained in the second experiment (2 nd set of samples) where the method of the equipment cooling after synthesis was different, either slow or fast, are depicted in Fig. 3a-d . It is seen that there is no any visible difference between the samples. Absence of noticeable changes in the phase composition was also detected by Mössbauer investigation (Fig. 4) . Hyperfine parameters extracted for the 2 nd set of samples are presented in Table 2 . Note. δ -isomer shift, ΔЕ -quadrupole spitting, Н eff -hyperfine magnetic field (T = 875 ºC, t = 1 min, slow cooling rate).
According to Table 2 , as in the case of Table 1 , Mössbauer spectra could be fitted with four subspectra characterizing γ-Fe, α-Fe, Fe 3 C and FeC 2 phases. For both samples, the contribution of cementite is the largest, ~82%, and their hyperfine parameters coincide within the error limits. There is a little difference in contributions of α-Fe subspectra. In the slow-cooled sample 8% of α-Fe was formed, whereas in the fastcooled one -6%. Besides, the width of spectral line of the latter sample is larger than that of the first one, evidencing that slow cooling results in better crystallization of α-Fe. Note. δ -isomer shift, ΔЕ -quadrupole spitting, Н effhyperfine magnetic field (c x = 10%, T = 825 ºC, t = 4 min).
Beside the described above magnetic subspectra, two nonmagnetic components -singlet corresponding to γ-Fe and doublet belonging to FeC 2 -were detected. The doublets possess similar hyperfine parameters and almost the same relative contributions in both samples. The γ-Fe contribution was a little bit higher in the fastcooled sample (Table 2 ). As compared to our results summarized in Table 1 , where the concentration of the feeding solution was the same (c x = 10%), the contribution of Fe-containing phases was different: Fe 3 C ~80% instead of ~50% (see Table 1 ). In our previous paper [23] , the content of cementite phase was even higher (~90%). The specific feature of these experiments is the duration of CNT synthesis process: 1 min (for the 1 st set of samples, see Table 1 ); 4 min (for the 2 nd set of samples, see Table 2 ), and 5 min for the samples considered in [23] . Therefore, the duration of the synthesis process strongly influences the contribution of iron-containing phases, i.e. the higher is the duration, the higher the content of Fe 3 C phase will be. It is obvious that for obtaining the maximum amount of Fe 3 C phase, the process duration of 5 min is optimal in our experiments. According to [5] , in the case when the process duration exceeds 20 min, the annealing of Fe is going on, which can lead to decomposition of even thermodynamically stable Fe 3 C. CNTs destruction and its morphology deterioration take place. External and internal diameters of CNTs and distance between them are enlarged up to 50%, branching is appearing and number of spherical shape Fe particles is increasing. Note. δ -isomer shift, ΔЕ -quadrupole spitting, Н effhyperfine magnetic field (c x = 0.5%, t = 4 min, fast cooling).
The Mössbauer spectra of the MFCNTs synthesized at two different temperatures, 775°C and 875°C, using c x = 1%; t = 4 min and at fast cooling of the furnace after their synthesis are shown in Fig. 5 .
It is noteworthy that TEM investigations (not shown) did not reveal any new peculiarities in a way the magnetic particles fill nanotubes. Mössbauer spectra of the 3 rd set of samples revealed very different phase contributions of Fe-containing phases for two applied temperatures of synthesis. As evidenced from Table 3 summarizing the hyperfine parameters of the corresponding spectra at T = 775 ºС, γ-Fe phase was not detected, which is in agreement with the phase diagram of Fe-C. The content of Fe 3 C at this temperature is ~60%, even higher than at c x = 10% with t = 1 min (Table 1) . One should note that at T = 775 ºС there is a very low content of α-Fe phase (only 4%), and contribution of Fe carbides definitely dominates. It means that at this relatively low temperature the process of γ-Fe phase transformation into other Fe-containing phases was not detected, and α-Fe, Fe 3 C and FeC 2 phases are directly created during the synthesis process. A large amount of carbides testifies their stability as compared to α-Fe. 
Conclusion
Being based on these results, one can conclude that the relatively low temperatures (775 ºC) during CNTs synthesis, comparatively long duration of the CNTs growth process, as well as high content of the catalyst in the feeding solution are important factors promoting Fe 3 C phase formation. Formation of iron-containing phases inside carbon nanotubes appeared not to be so sensitive to the cooling down rate of the synthesis reactor, unlike it was claimed in other publications [9] [10] [11] .
